July 23, 2010 Scouting Report – A Brief Break: What me worry?, The Kitchen Sink, Pythium
blight, Fairy ring, Summer patch, Brown patch, Dollar spot, Localized Dry Spot, Poa trivialis
looks dead, Poa annua is dead, Tim’s Biorational study, and Nick says Mini-Rhizotron
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Sometimes we just ask for a break – a break in the weather that is. This week it came. On
Monday highs were about 5 degrees lower – we reached 86.5 degrees on Sunshine Course near
the practice putting green in Lemont. We were thankful for cloud-cover and waited for the rain –
it fell in central Illinois this time around. In response, average soil temperatures at a 2 inch
depth dropped a digit below 80 degrees the next day. Natural root mortality should slow a bit...

Unhappy turf? This difficult midsummer period, fairy ring affecting the rough (and crabgrass) in
this bunker complex seems to be frowning on this 90+ degree day. Settle 7-22-10
Today, we are told, may be our hottest day of summer, 2010. As I drove to work thinking of an
early morning email from a Superintendent my eyes turned north just for a moment. Ominous
thunderstorms were still probably flooding Wisconsin and parts of Northern Illinois and yet
Chicago remained dry. My truck’s outdoor temperature reading was 80 degrees at 8 am. Yep, it
was to be a hot day. Summer and the dang forecasters continue to be right. So were we though,
using experience and history turf professionals were expecting this one. But it hasn’t been any
summer. This one has remained consistently humid without regard to rainfall. During peak heat
stress it is better to be dry. Superintendents will tell you there is no other important ingredient
than water. There is not greater blessing, about mid-summer, to be in control of water. My other
life, tenor who sings in a choir, will continue – come summer, might just answer a prayer or two.
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Heat + Thunderstorms is something to fear (if you manage a landscape/golf course)
Severe storms rake southern Wisconsin 22 July, 2010 http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/
“Severe thunderstorms swept across southern Wisconsin on Thursday bringing flooding, rain,
twisters and high winds to areas from Madison to Milwaukee. Milwaukee recorded 5.22 inches
of rain while 3.6 inches doused Madison. Chicago escaped the brunt of Thursday's storms, but
the city did not miss out of the heat and humidity. Chicago recorded its 14th day of the year to
reach at least 90 degrees as the heat index approached 100 degrees in the city and soared as high
as 108 in the south suburbs. It should be even hotter Friday with highs climbing well into the 90s
and heat indexes approaching 110.”
Bad: Highs often 90+ degrees Good: Consistent lows near 65 degrees
100
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Chicago = Sunshine Course, Lemont Illinois

Bad: Highs often 90+ degrees Not Good: Consistent lows 70+ degrees
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A Dichotomy of Experiences
Cloud cover makes a difference and on Monday, our coolest day, clouds were the difference. So
far in July I can count twelve 90+ days at my south suburb location. Still, this is a return of more
normal summer weather of years gone past. It also is a return of brown course conditions which
primarily affects our weakest link that establishes itself in patches (roughstalk bluegrass or Poa
trivialis and annual bluegrass or Poa annua). In my mind’s eye, our unfortunate experience this
season may have been our memory of the atypically cool summers of 2008 and 2009. So far,
this growing season has been a dichotomy of experiences on the golf courses I have visited.

A stressed fairway. A 100% stand of Penncross bentgrass (left) survives the heat/drought stress
of a hot 10 July weekend, whereas patches of Poa trivials and Poa annua cannot. Settle 7-19-10
For example, greens look good all things considered. In general putting surfaces are doing quite
well – our efforts to understand optimal growing conditions necessary within a sand-based
turfgrass system with radical cultural practices (mowing heights of 1/8 inch or less) continues to
pay dividends. One should not forget it has been through science. We have gained ground on
golf greens in the past decade in areas of improved bentgrass varieties, shade reduction,
improved air movement, and newer drainage methods for existing greens.
Additionally our greatest ability to mitigate turf loss on greens is our ability to intensively
manage rootzone moisture by hand-watering from trained individuals (too much may kill, too
little may kill). Nearly always, it is not a fancy bottle of liquid fertilizer, or a concoction of a
difficult-to-say microbial formulation, or even the latest and greatest fungicide. Plain and simple
it is our ability to control water as much as possible – just ask your superintendent or his crew.
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Supraoptimal: Means We Worry, We Get Nervous, We Care
Sometimes we worry and we get nervous. It is said this is not a good trait. We are told that we
should always look...well ‘collected’. I will tell you summer is not a time for those who manage
plants to necessarily look collected. Generally, they will (and should) look tired. In our world
life or death of plants mainly depends on water in summer – the amount, the timing, and the
quality. Here is what I say, something I learned from my professors wife – who was also a
professor! She said “If your are not nervous or somewhat worried, it can mean you don’t care.”

July 4th Hurt. From high wilt stressed areas, to low water-logged areas, to Poa trivialis going
dormant or dead (this image) residual injury is still evident in the Chicago District. Settle 7-22-10
So I guess, to be a plant care professional means you should worry (have concerns). You care
about another. A living organism that cannot speak. Their life (plants) is never a Life of Riley
(Irish origin: The Reilly clan minted their own money, accepted as legal tender even in England).
However we worry because such a life does not exist when an environment becomes hot or
supraoptimal (mid-summer in Midwest, 2010). No easy money when the carbohydrate reserves
exceed their production. So we borrow by ‘babying the turf’ (hand-watering if possible).
Table 1. Heat tolerance of common cool-season turf. Applied Turfgrass Science and Physiology.
2004. Jack Fry and Bingru Huang.
Turfgrass
Tall fescue
Kentucky bluegrass
Perennial ryegrass
Fine fescues
Creeping bentgrass
Annual bluegrass
Rough bluegrass
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Relative Heat Resistance (ranked high to low)
Very good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Poor
Poorest

The Kitchen Sink – in a week we see it all (photos D. Settle)

Summer patch of a Poa annua green. 7-22-10

Summer patch of a K. bluegrass rough. 7-22-10

Pythium blight of a bentgrass fairway. 7-20-10

Pythium blight of a bluegrass rough. 7-22-10

Type 1-2 fairy ring on a Poa/bent green. 7-20-10 Dollar spot of ‘Crenshaw’ bentgrass. 7-21-10
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Alternative Dollar Spot Control Products and Potential Future Uses
In search of alternative ways to reduce
traditional chemical fungicide inputs, we are
continuing our research geared toward a
biorational approach to prevent and control the
problematic disease of dollar spot caused by
the pathogen Sclerotinia homeoecarpa. This
year’s study is being conducted at 3 locations
ranging from northwest Indiana at Briar Ridge
Country Club (New for 2010), Coyote Run
Golf Course, Flossmoor, IL and North Shore
Country Club, Glenview, IL.
Image 1. Greg Kaminski, Assistant Superintendent at Briar

Included in this study are 7 treatments every Ridge CC applies a 3.2 oz rate of Daconil Ultrex curatively to
14 days, ranging from Rhapsody 10 fl oz, plot areas averaging greater than 5% disease damage. 7-21-10
Ecoguard 20 fl oz, Dew Cure at 4.0 fl oz, and Urea 0.15 lbs per 1000 ft2. All are being compared
to the standards of Daconil Ultrex at 3.2 oz and Daconil Ultrex 3.2 oz (curative). The products
of Rhapsody and Ecoguard contain biologicals or antagonistic bacteria which are being
advertised for their fungal disease prevention/reduction properties. Dew Cure is not necessarily
thought of as a fungicide, but it does have moisture inhibiting properties that indirectly prevents
diseases requiring extended periods of leaf wetness. The rationale behind Urea is that Dollar
Spot is often referred to as a ‘low-nitrogen disease’ and additional plant nutrition will enhance
turfgrass growth and recovery. All treatments are being applied preventively at a 14 day interval
and the plots at all locations are scouted weekly. If disease infection exceeds an average of 5%
plot area, a curative application of Daconil Ultrex will occur. Biorationals that work should
require few curative applications of fungicide.

Dollar spot damage per plot (%)
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Image 2. On this heavy dew morning, can you spot the
DewCure plots??? Sibicky 7-21-10

Early Findings
This season, we have applied one curative treatment to the respective Daconil Ultrex (curative)
plots on July 13th. Since then, the curatively treated plots have had good recovery, with a
reduction to below threshold levels at approximately 2% damage. The Ecoguard, Rhapsody and
Untreated plots are showing progressive disease development as levels continue to rise closer to
the 3-4% mark. Daconil has produced good control with limited break-through and the
DewCure treatment is also showing very good control with acceptable disease levels around 1%.
A possible caution with the using of DewCure is that it can produce some yellowing or
phytotoxicity of the turf. Contrary to belief that nitrogen can mitigate dollar spot disease, the
Urea plot currently has the highest level of blight among all plots.
As we continue to learn more and understand the benefits and limitations with these biologicals,
superintendents will be able to better integrate such products into already existing Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) programs and to possibly reduce chemical inputs for environmental and
economical reasons.

Image 3. High disease pressure levels over the months of June and July for Dollar Spot have contributed to below acceptable
visual quality for disease damage. Notice the slight phytotoxicity of the DewCure plot with little disease infection. 7-21-10
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
Summer 2010… Pools are packed and grass gets wacked
Homeowners and superintendents alike are struggling to keep turfgrass alive. The wager ranges
from continued employment (superintendent) to neighborhood bragging rights. For Chicago,
these difficult growing conditions are caused by excessive rainfall followed by prolonged periods
of high temperatures. Weather that allows scary sounding, turf-killing diseases to rule supreme:
Pythium, dollar spot, and Rhizoctonia.
At these high temperatures turfgrass begins to use up its stored carbohydrates. Turfgrass uses
carbohydrates to generate energy for the re-growth of shoots and roots. Under high temperature
exposure, respiration (use) exceeds photosynthesis (production of energy). This supply-anddemand imbalance of energy is in part caused when soil temperatures reach 78+ degrees. At this
warm soil temperature, root dieback exceeds root growth, resulting in a net reduction of root
biomass. At Sunshine Course in Lemont we have had soil temperatures in this range for 18 days
straight. Root loss opens the door for nutrient deficiencies, chlorosis, localized dry spot, and wilt.
All a superintendent can do is stick it out and keep the turf alive with frequent judicious handwatering until temperatures return to optimal turfgrass growing conditions.

Root images recorded with a minirhizotron camera a 3-cm soil depth from June to October 1998
on a Crenshaw creeping bentgrass research golf green in Manhattan Kansas mowed at 1/8 inch.
Note the decline in new root growth and increasing root mortality from July to September. New
root production is noticeable in October. Photo and caption from textbook by Jack Fry and
Bingru Huang. Applied Turfgrass Science and Physiology. 2004
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Final images – a return to nature by popular request

Tallgrass prairie. The ‘three sisters’ live here. A golf course superintendent has reintroduced and
created pathway for all to appreciate. Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), Switchgrass
(Panicum virgatum), and Indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans). Settle 7-22-10

Nice teebox flower bed. Marigolds, Tagetes, together with yellow cockscomb, Celosia, bordered
by ornamental peppers, Capsicum, at Kemper Lakes Country Club, Kildeer IL. Settle 7-20-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication... Derek, Tim, and Nick
– The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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